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BATHING
O2asis cannot be submerged in water. We recommend that you do
not use your humidifier while bathing or showering.

O2ASIS SETUP
What You Will Need

HIGH ALTITUDES

NOT INCLUDED

Talk to your healthcare practitioner before traveling to high
elevations. Follow the high altitude instructions from your
practitioner and oxygen concentrator.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
For more information on how to use O2asis Humidifier visit:
www.o2asishumidifier.com/instructions
To watch an instructional video visit:
www.o2asishumidifier.com/videos
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Distilled Water
Tap or filtered water
will damage device

WARNING:
• Tap or filtered water will damage the device and impair the quality of
therapy it can provide. Only use distilled water with this device.
• Only use the included Water Fill Pump to fill the device.
• Do not overfill the water reservoir.
• Refer to the Instructions for Use for full list of warnings
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Secure the water well to the base unit
Make sure the blue latch is closed.

4 Unlock the pump head
Push down and rotate pump head counterclockwise to extend the pump.

2 Obtain a one-gallon bottle or jug of distilled water.
Set on a hard, flat, and stable surface.
*If the water jug is full, we recommend pouring a small amount of
water into the sink before attaching the pump to prevent overflow.

Tap or filtered water will damage the device.
Only use distilled water.

3 Insert the water refill pump into the distilled water bottle
Push down on the collar tabs until the collar is secure
on the bottle.
Move the pump side to side to make sure it is secure.

5 Connect the refill pump hose to water fill port
Connect the purple connector at the end of the
Water Refill Pump hose to the 1 FILL port
by pushing down and turning
clockwise until tight.
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6 Fill Water Well
Push down on the pump head slowly and evenly until
you reach the bottom of the pump stroke to begin filling
the water well.

8 Attach Hose from Oxygen Source

x5

Attach oxygen hose from tank or concentrator to
on the O2asis Humidifier.

Pump 5 times to completely fill the Water Well from
empty.
Remove water refill pump hose from O2asis Humidifier.

7 Attach Power
Plug 2 POWER (Sticker 2 On Unit) into center port on O2asis
Humidifier and the other end into a wall
outlet

9 Attach Cannula
Connect O2asis Humidifier cannula to
the 4 HEATED LINE and put on the
cannula.
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OXYGEN PORT

TROUBLESHOOTING

10 Adjust Comfort
To raise oxygen temperature: press “+”.

Blinking lights = system error

To lower oxygen temperature: press “-”

1. Unplug device from outlet.
2. Unlatch blue latch to open deice and check water
well. Refill if empty.
3. Check that water well cartridge and connectors
are secure.

1 Light = Low

2 Lights = Medium

Flow Rate

Heat Setting

0.5 lpm – 2 lpm Power off
2 lpm – 6 lpm

– Low

4 lpm – 6 lpm

– Medium

5 lpm – 6 lpm

– High

3 Lights = High

4. Plug device back into outlet .
5. If blinking continues, contact provider of the
device or Perma Pure.

PORT LOCATIONS
The O2asis port label stickers may be removed from the humidifier by
lifting on the gray tabs.
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Pain and discomfort do not need to be part of oxygen therapy.
Craig, the lead developer of O2asis, watched his friend Mike suffer from discomfort and felt
the need to find a solution.

WHAT
INSPIRES
US

Mike, an Ironman triathlete, was diagnosed with Stage 4 lung cancer in 2012. Oxygen therapy
was used to help him breathe, but Mike suffered from the pain and dryness that occur with
oxygen therapy, in addition to the other burdens of his disease. There are millions of patients
on oxygen therapy for a wide range of ailments that suffer from the same painful dryness.
Craig became convinced that there must be a way to add warmth and humidity to provide
comfort to these patients.
Unfortunately, Mike passed away before O2asis was fully developed. It is the hope of Craig
and the O2asis team that this new product will prevent others from going through the pain
that Mike dealt with. For many, oxygen therapy has become a part of everyday life. We hope
that O2asis will change your life and allow you to live at ease and free from the discomfort
you have felt in the past.

